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WIE Bollywood Housie

Bollywood music and Housie wouldn't that be a great combination together? On 12th October the WIE

committee conducted this event 'Bollywood Housie' a rather unique game to entertain the students. As the

college ended for everyone, the crowd gathered around at the entrance where the chairs were already placed

for them to ready, set go!

The game? yes, the teams were divided into 4 groups according consisting of students from Comps, IT,

EXTC, ETRX, MCA. It was divided into various rounds in which the teams had to do different things to get

the numbers crossed of their cards. It all started with the first round in which a video of a song was played

although the audio was changed, those who could guess the song got through it. There was a translation round

in which the participants were given lyrics in English and they had to sing it in Hindi, another one was

matching the tune! in that, an English song was played and one had to sing a Hindi song which shared a

similar tune. Each group was asked one question and one question for all per round was done. The group who

answered got a number which they could strike off from the card given to them.

"It was an enjoyable event for Bollywood lovers with perfect selection of songs!" said Harshita Lakhotiya, FE

IT

It was a competition of the branches! Although at the end IT and MCA were tied at the first spot. The winners

were awarded with cash prizes. The event was a huge success as everyone sang along with each other till the

sunset and enjoyed it thoroughly.

"The event was basically meant for the first year students.It was an immense pleasure for us to watch all first

year students enthusiastically participating in the event "said Surabhi Ghankutkar,  Secretary of WIE SPIT

2018-19.


